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 Grepel also has an autotel for iKey product, to also include mobile locksmith services. Features Autotel includes the following
features: Keyless locks Vehicle tracking Vehicle inspection Vehicle diagnostics Vehicle history reports Track history Find lost
vehicles Mobile Locksmith Remote Locksmith See also Internet of Things Mobile Locksmith Telematics References External
links Official website Category:Mobile softwareQ: What does "right now" mean in "Any industry that's right now is also tech-
enabled"? Any industry that's right now is also tech-enabled. The sentence is from this video. What does "right now" mean in
this sentence? Do "right now" refer to other part of the sentence? A: Think of the sentence as follows. Any industry that is a
technology-enabled industry right now is also... The part after the colon is the subject of the sentence, "any industry that is a

technology-enabled industry right now is also...". The part in the parentheses, "also...", is the object of the verb "is". "Right now"
is the modal verb used to mark the time ("right now") of the verb "is". Q: Python: use x.split() when x is a single character string
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I'm looking for a simple way to make this work if (x).split()!= ' ' return ' else: return x since x may be any single character string,
I want to keep it simple. Is there a way to write it without using x.split()? You can use the string.ascii_lowercase class: if ' ' not
in ''.join(x.lower().split()): Meetings of the Board of Directors and Audit Committee of the National Stock Exchange Ltd. As

part of its continuing efforts to enhance investor protection, the National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE) is publishing a list
of all its board meetings, including the dates of the meetings and the names of members who attended 82157476af
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